BETTER TURF BREATHING

Ryan GA-60 and GA-60 PT aerators are effective tow-behind and PTO-driven reciprocating fairway machines. With heavy-duty twin aerating heads and floating turf guards, both models deliver greens-caliber aeration even on undulating turf, says the manufacturer.

With their 5-ft-wide aerating span, they can handle up to 1.1 acres per hour and core to a maximum depth of 4 in. Choose the standard 3/4-in., open-side design or one of the many other tines available. Quint tines also available.

Textron Golf & Turf/888-922-TURF
For more information, circle 157

SOIL CONDITIONERS

Designed to meet the challenges of wet, dry or compacted fields, these soil conditioners have been the choice of professional turf managers to build and maintain winning football, baseball, and soccer fields for many seasons, says the manufacturer. They manage moisture and ease compaction on your field. Soilmaster's cation exchange capacity also enables it to store fertilizer and nutrients for plant growth. Soilmaster for Turf is optimized for clay-based sports fields and Soilmaster Plus is specially formulated for sand-based fields.

Pro's Choice/800-634-0315
For information, circle 205

DOUBLE FIRST BASE

The Double First Base by AFP Soft Touch provides the fielder and runner each with their own base, helping reduce the chance of collisions at first. AFP uses Stay Down Convertible ground anchor to fit your existing 1-in. stake or 1 1/2-in. sleeve. This model is available with 12-in. spike mounting to adapt to any field.

These doubles also come in sets consisting of the Double First, Second Base, and Third Base. The bases are also available in The Soft Touch Double, which allows the use of these bases without having to change any anchor system on your playing field.

AFP Soft Touch/800-965-4690
For information, circle 156